
REINFORCED PROTECTIVE CASE 
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2 types of cases depending the device

With back opening for hot swap 
battery

With the liftable back for 
docking station use 

+

*TFP 4.0
The new generation of 
MOBILIS® exclusive anti-
shock material

Specifically made to cushion 
shocks even the most violent, 
it instantly absorbs up to 
90% of impact energy, then 
disperses it. Thus, no shock 
wave is transmitted to your 
device. This new TFP 4.0 
generation is reinforced with 
more microcells, to be more 
efficient in repeated impact 
absorption.

+ MOBILIS® exclusivity

PERIMETRIC BUMPER
2 reinforced corners including TFP 4.0*

PATENTED INNOVATION

Shock cushioning

Shock wave absorption

Impact energy dispersion

PROTECH reinforced protective cases are designed to protect your device efficiently against 
drop and chock. These protective cases restist more than 50 drops from 1.20m, a resistance 15 

times higher than the requirements of military standard MIL-STD 810G.

Flexible and light, they are made in France and are cusotmized to the device.

MOBILIS protective cases and holsters are equipped with ergonomic accessories, to optimize 
the use of input terminals & tablets.
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1 dedicated reinforced protective case

Compatible with hot battery change + 

docking station station

Drop resistant: to drop and shock

2 year warranty



MOBILIS™, the MOBILIS™ logos (MOBILIS® logo, MOBILIS® Care & Carry logo and M logo), and other distinctive signs appearing on this file are trademarks of MOBILIS DEVELOPMENT. All logos are also protected by Copyright. Non-contractual pictures.  Product 
compatible with TC 21/26 device. TC is a trademark or registered trademark of ZIH Corp., which holds the exclusive rights. This product is not licensed, authorized or approved by ZIH Corp.

SPECIFICATIONS

DOCKING STATION 
COMPATIBILY

REINFORCED PROTECTIVE CASE
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Brand Ref Product EAN Code SPCB PCB

ZEBRA 052040 PROTECH Starter Pack - HHD Case for TC21/26 + Handstrap - Softbag 3700992521503 10 40

052046 PROTECH Starter Pack FR - HHD Case for TC51/52/56/57 + Handstrap - Softbag 3700992522050 10 40

UNITECH 052044 PROTECH Starter Pack FR - HHD Case for EDA51 + Handstrap - Softbag 3700992521725 10 40

052048 PROTECH Starter Pack - HHD Case for EA510 + handstrap - Softbag 3700992522074 10 40

HONEYWELL 052050 PROTECH Starter Pack FR - HHD Case for Dolphin CT60/CT50 + handstrap - Soft bag 3700992522098 10 40

To know all available references, please contact your sales representative.

Brand Ref.

ZEBRA CRD-TC2Y-BS1CO-01

HONEYWELL EDA51-HB-x

Handstarp (included stylus holder)

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Screen Protector Shoulder strapStylus Holster

Pack of 10 capacitive 
stylus 
+ spiral cords

Ref. 001054

Holster size S

Holster size S

Ref. 031001

Basic Shoulder Strap 

Ref. 001048

PACK COMPOSITION

• 1 case
• 1 elastic handstrap (with stylus holder integrated)

Stylus not included


